Perhaps the most pressing question was and remains: what factors are most decisive in contributing to or diminishing antisemitic hatred of the most extreme kind? The ISR examined gender, age, education, religious identifi cation, national origin, and
occupational group as variables in contributing to or diminishing violent antisemitism. In addition to these six variables CIO membership was also considered. Apart from the general typology of workers and their levels of or opposition to antisemitism (A-H), the Institute generated a second system of classifi cation centered specifi cally on responses to what workers thought about Nazi extermination of Jews. Here, workers fell into three broad categories.
Three Types of Workers
One of the questions asked (fi ve) was "How do you feel about what the Nazis did to the Jews in Ger- II. Disapproval of Nazi actions toward Jews with qualifi cations. These workers disapproved of the Nazi extermination of Jews "but either fi nd the cause of Nazi actions in the behavior of the Jews themselves or advocate discriminatory measures against them -short of killing." The workers did not identify with the Nazis but did "apologize for them" by claiming that "'the Jews brought it on themselves'" (ibid.). In a narrow sense, we can think of these workers as having represented the ambivalent type torn
